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PRESIDENT BUSH WILL ASK CONGRESS TO
APPROVE A $500 MILLION PACKAGE TO HELP
MEXICO FIGHT DRUG CARTELS, HE SAID MONDAY ACCORDING TO THE WASHINGTON POST.

OCTOBER IS BREAST CANCER AWARENESS
MONTH AND SUPPORTERS BUYING PINK RIBBON PRODUCTS MAY WANT TO VERIFY WHERE
THEIR MONEY IS GOING.

RESEARCHERS SAY THE USE OF ORAL CONTRACEPTIVES MAY REDUCE CHANCES OF GETI'ING
CANCER.DESPITE PREVIOUS NEWS THAT THEY
COULD LEAD TO THE DISEASE.
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Survivof Recounts 9/11 to Meridian Hill Re-sidents
I

BY ROYCE STRAHAN
staff Writer
The morning of Sept. 11, 2001, Lieutenant Colonel Marilyn Wills went about her normal
routine of waking up her kids, taking a .shower and
getting ready for a typical day in the VV"ills household.
Wills was unaware of the unfortunate history that
would take place at the Pentagon where she worked
as she rushed out of the house, not having time to
pray with her family as she usually did.
Wills, who is now a colonel, is a survivor
of the attacks on America during 9/11. Wills, the
aunt of Howard University sophomore public relations major Nicholas Nelson, gave her account of
the tragic event Monday at Meridian Hill Hall.

Wills, who is a graduate of Grambling State
University, gave a moving testament to the intimate
audience of Me1idian residents and also encouraged
the students to be aware of their surroundings. "For
my family at that point there was not a time that I
didn't stop to pray with them," Col. Wills said. "The
events have changed me a lot and I put a lot in perspective."
Wills was actually not very far away from
where the plane hit the Pentagon. She gave her account of how she was in a room during a meeting
when the plane struck the building and how out of
the 12 people who were in the conference room,
only four of them managed to escape the fire that
engulfed the room. "It was my day of reality," Col.
Willis said. "That was my day of awakening."

After the events, Wills was hospitalized for
a week and her skin was burned along with other effects of inhaling the smoke from the fire in the room
that day. Wills family, which consists of her husband
and two daughters, were also affected by the tragic
events. "My youngest daughter didn't quite get it,"
Wills said. ''My husband didn't want my kids to see
me, so they didn't. I didn't see them for about nvo
after the incident."
Wills also claims that it's still hard for her to
go into the Pentagon at times because of the memories of what she and so many others of her colleagues
went through on Sept. 11. "Sometimes I'll go around
the Pentagon and still be able to smell the scent of
flesh," Wills said. "Going back to work after taking a
month off was more difficult than anything."

Wills also encourag~ the students to do
their best in their education by making the right
choices in life. "Life is a journey," Wills said. "You
have to choose the route that you're going to take on
that journey. You can choose the easy route or you
can choose the path that no one has been through
and make a trail."
Some of the students present at the presentation were really inspired by Wills personal account
of the events which took place. "I thought it was very
touching to hear a personal account from someone
who was actually there," said Sarah Jones, freshman
print journalism major. "It's different from reading it
from a reporter when you already know what's going
on instead of hearing it from someone who was actually there. I think it was very life-changing."

Battle I,ines Drawn
at Elite Academy
BY MARTHA WOODALL
Philadelphia Inquirer (MCT)
PHILADELPHIA-Valley
Forge Military Academy and College in
Radnor, Pa., a premier training ground
for the nation's military elite, is in turmoil.
Allegations of student assaults
and grade-changing have rocked the
school, which has produced such notable
alumni as Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf,
commander of Operation Desert Storm,
and Adm. Gary Roughead, the new chief
of naval operations.
Enrollment is down. Finances
have worsened. There has been an exodus of faculty and staff, and many alumni
and former parents are riled on many
fronts. But the grade-changing allegations trump all.
"It has the potential to be
extremely damaging," said Michael
O'Rourke, a 1970 alun1nus. "It makes
our little gripes about this tradition or
that tradition being overlooked or ignored seem rather trivial. We're talking
about whether our diplomas or degrees
are worth anything."
Much of the uproar follows the
July 2005 installation of Tony McGeorge,
a health and marketing executive, as the
school's first civilian president.
Several longtime· alumni who
have criticized McGeorge's administration have received "persona non grata"
letters barring them from parts of campus.
Enrollment, which five years
ago totaled 690 seventh graders through
second-year college students and was 542
last f!ill, has slipped to 482. The school
blan1es the alumni critics for the decline.
Valley Forge, which reported a
surplus of $1.46 million in the financial
year ending June 30, 2004, had a deficit
of $953,214 onJune 30, 2006, according

to the school's latest tax filing as a nonprofit.
Valley Forge says all of the allegations are baseless and part of a campaign by a small group of alumni upset
that Valley Forge College began admitting women last fall .
"In our viewpoint, this is all,
by and large, a gender-bias issue by this
group," said John Miller, a public-relations expert retained by Valley Forge.
"They have been furious since females
were allowed in as cadets. They have
been upset with the appointment of some
females to the faculty, and that has been
the basis of everything.... This little faction has stirred the pot as best they can."
Since McGe'orge arrived, more
than 41 faculty and staff members have
left, according to an alumni-maintained
list. The school contends that only 27
have left, and that most departed because
they could not meet tough, new academic
requirements.
Several former employees
have sued, saying they were improperly
forced out. The plaintiffs include former
president Peter A.C. Long, a retired rear
admiral whose federal suit alleges that
he was removed in the fall of 2004 on
trumped-up sexual harassment charges
after he tangled with top trustees.
"I have hope for the future,
but I don't know how we are going to
get through this struggle," said Michael
Kinslow, a California lawyer and a 1983
alumnus. "It appears that the vocal majority of the board of trustees is enamored with Mr. McGeorge's approach."
Some worried alumni and parents of former students say that approach
involves trying to turn the military school
into a prep school and compromising
Valley Forge's standards and principles.
''VVe have to save the school.
> See ACADEMY, Page 3
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Members of Congress held a hearing on the state of hip-hop. The issues discussed included violence, degradation of women
and negative portrayal of the black community. Some say hip-hop artists need to regain a sense of social responslbllity.

Congress Takes on Hip-Mop
BY KEA'NIA GULLEY
Contributing Writer
Bobby L. Rush, D-Ill., held
a hearing which addressed the ever
common issue of misogyny in hiphop. Those who attended the hearing
entitled Don Imus to lndust1y: Busin~s of Stereotypes and Degrading
Images took advantage of expressing
how they felt regarding misogxpy in
hip-hop culture.
Faye Williams, the chair
of the National Congress of Black
Women, attended the hearing and
said, "It begins with people taking
responsibility. We are not trying to
hinder anyone's freedom of speech."
Instead, she stressed that the problem
in the hip hop community today can
be fixed by urging hip-hop artists to
regain the sense of responsibility that
she said existe.d during the mid 80's
and early 90's.
T he same responsibility that
Williams speaks of can be seen in up-

and-coming entertainment labels, like what is dictated to them on BET.,
The workshop which was started by -she said. With a new generation who
Reiana Essex-Simmons, a sophomore has barely seen any positive images
film production major.
of themselves and therefore don't
Simmons said, "Music can know that what they are listening to is
still hit hard in the system of your car wrong, v\lilliams said that "programs
or at a party without having to first such as College for Teens is needed to
Jegrade our own people."
give children life skills and a positive
Dashamelle Robinson, a aspect of themselves that they will in
psychology major, agrees with the turn take back to their families and
overall message presented at the communities."
hearing. "The mold of hip hop has
"I rarely even watch BET
. changed, but it is up to us as a com- anymore." said sophomore Africanmunity to alter the way we are being American studies major Tehila \'\Tise
portrayed," Robinson said.
who feels that Black Entertainment
Williams said that, accom- Television does not hold the black
panied with responsibly is the need community in a positive light the way
for more positive images in daily ex- it use to.
periences, the adage, it takes a village
Others, like V\1ise, are startto raise a child, applies. Rather than, ing to move away from degrading
'"Read a Book', which is destroying music and instead are jumping into
our children before they can even a different arena of music with artknow the difference,'' there needs to ists Common, Mos Def and Lupe
be people that are conscious going Fiasco.
to there fellow neighbor and help> See HIP HOP, Page 3
ing them realize they are more than

Wildfires Burn Ac~oss €alifomia
BY BARBARA KOLLMEYER
&RUSS BRITI
Market Watch (MCT)

John Costell • Philadelphia Inquirer {Men

The Valley Forge Military Academy and College regimental band rehearses on the parade
grounds at the school. The elite school is currently under question for various allegations.
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LOS ANGELES
- One person was killed and
tens of thousands of Southern California residents were
being evacuated from their
homes Monday, as wildfires
burned out of control across
seven counties, stretching
from the Mexican border
north to Santa Barbara
County.

Gov.
Arnold
Schwarzenegger . declared a
state of emergency for the
counties of Los Angeles,
Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, San Diego, Santa
Barbara and Ventura in the
wake of more than 11 major
blazes. Firefighters were being hampered by "red-flag"
conditions of high winds and
low humidity, with more of
the same expected for at least
the next nvo days.
Resources also are

stretched thin because so
many fires were burning at
once across the region.
The total area
burned, stretd!ing from Santa Barbara to San Diego, is
estimated to be in the tens of
thousands of acres.
"We've been talking
about the drought and the
Santa Ana (winds), and with
very low humidity it is a design for disaster," Los Angeles
County Fire Chief
P. Michael Freeman

said. He indicated that he's
hoping to get resources from
Northern California, Arizona
and Nevada to aid strained
efforts.
ln San Diego County, more than 18,000 acres of
land are burning in the area
of the Witch Creek Fire, with
62 square miles destroyed
and fires as yet uncontained,
according to an online report
from the San Diego Union>See FlRES, Page 3
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Class Etiquette, A Must for Some
BY TATENDA GUMBO
Contributing Writer
The college classroom
has failed to accomplish one
important element of training:
classroom etiquette. As Howard
students file from the yard into
the classroom, students become
forgetful of manners. Text messaging, falling asleep, eating, arriving late to class, leaving class
early are a few examples of the
lack of etiquette found on campus in the classroom setting.
Entering college solidifies the beginning of adulthood,
but the classroom is where the
preparation for the future begins. The classroom should re-

semble a professional setting,
where students are training for
their careers.
"Texting, falling asleep,
and doing other homework, from
the perspective of a (teacher]
shows lack of respect for student
learning," said Levena Nash De
La Rosa, a psychology teacher's
assistant. "Everyone is an adult,
paying for their education. You
are only going to get out what
you put into the course."
Some students place
more emphasis on this issue than
others, but many remain guilty
of the fact. "I do text but not
to the extreme. It's rude to the
professor," said Lynnci Barnes a

DalliJs lytes- Slaff Photlgrapher

Students and professors debate on the importance of proper class eti·
quette, such as sending text messages during class.

freshman biology major, but like focused," Dexter said. Although
many other students she finds it this may be the fact, many studistracting to the learning pro- dents place the blame on the
courses they are taking. Some
cess.
Many students and classes are not that engaging,
professors believe it depends on leaving students to not pay atthe classroom setting, rules and tention.
"People
having
cell
discipline of the students. Rules
aren't set in stone because col- phones on in class is rude," said
lege has been built the reputa- Francesca Hinemon, a sophotion of students being treated more international business maas adults, and as adults students JOr.
are allowed to make their own
Many times students fail
· to remember that they are enchoices.
''A professor who pres- rolled in university for the eduents themselves and has strong cation and opportunities, profesclassroom discipline will have sors are able to know who will
better class etiquette," said Ace- make it based on classroom eticia Thomas-Baker, a sopho-1ore quette.
"A student maximizing
telecommunications
manageuse of time in the classroom,
ment major.
"The professor can ad- that's the student later in life
dress such issues with stern con- (who will] be successful," said
sequences building the respect Ransford Palmer, a professor in
from students," Baker said.
the department of economics.
The freedom to decide
Showing the professor
what kind of learning experience you think the information is una person want to have usually important and irrelevant might
leaves both students and teach- not be the message you want to
ers frustrated. "The classroom send, and when students get out
environment is where everyone into the business world they may
can learn but when people thing send subliminal messages to proit's about them it affects the [stu- fessionals.
dents and professor,]" said CaroBoth students and profesline Dexter, a professor in the sors agree that there is an issue.
"I think that if teachers
classics department.
Classroom
etiquette want respect in the classroom
spreads farther than the class- they need to demand it," junior
room itself. These small issues psychology major Tara Foster
can transcend into the profes- said.
She continued, "My
sional wodd. A habit that builds
in the professional world can teacher takes off points if a stuharm students in a large way.
dents cell phone rings or if they
"The learning in class have it out."
prepares you for the real world,
and the hardest part of jobs is
getting there on time and staying

Students Deal with Only Bank on Campus
BY RANDALL JONES
Contributing Writer
By owning all of the
ATMs on the
campus at
Howard University, Bank of
America has become the only
choice of on-campus banking
for students.
Calling itself a "Bank
for Students," the bank offers various studen t-friendly
account options including
CampusEdge,
Checking,
Stuff Happens Card, various
credit card options, Keep the
Change and overdraft protection. These options have lured
HU students in by the droves.
Bank of America,
which bought out Nations
Bank in 1998. has increased
the amount of ATMs present
on campus from about four to
ten , in recent years.
Harold L. Gray, the senior director for professional development at Howard
University said that Bank of
America also recruits on campus for full and summertime
positions. He said that it is a
"main emphasis for their relationship with Howard."
"Over 100 similar
companies request to come
to Howard for this purpose.
Alumni, such as Frank Turner,
senior vice president for a location in North Carolina, are
bridge builders that initiate
them to come back to Howard. The idea is to build relationships in as many ways as
possible," Gray said.•· '
A new fun option given by Bank of America is to
"show your school pride,"
with over 30 university logos
and mascots featured on decorative credit and debit cards.
Mavis Haye, assistant
manager at a Bank of America located at 1835 Columbia
Road in Northwest Washington, D.C., said that schools
as well as charitable organiza tions can be featured on a
Bank of America card.
Howard
University,
however, is not associated because it does not allow Bank
of America to solicit credit
cards to the students.
There are ATMs located in many public areas
on campus, as well as select
dorms.
However, Bethune Annex does not have one, and
many residents have agreed

0arus Ly1es • Stall Pnoqral)lle

Bank of America is the only banking offered to students on campus. Some students find its services sufficient
whereas others opt for a different company.

that an all-girls' dorm should
be a staple for an ATl'vl, more
so than an all-male dorm such
as Drew Hall, considering the
safety precautions necessary
for the young women traveling
around the campus at night.
Though the proximity of the ATMs located in
the Blackburn Center makes
it difficult to place one there,
Howard's goal is to place one
wherever possible.
Students such as David
Jones, a junior marketing major, began a relationship with
Bank of America because of
the proximity of its locations
to the campus.
"I love it. After leaving
Norfolk, 1 have never thought
about changing [banks]," he
said.
Even though Jones was
once slapped with about $300
worth of overdraft fees, he still
has his account. Davani Durette, a student in the College
of Arts and Sciences, says he
is also happy with the service.
Courtney Powell, a
sophomore chemical engineering major feels differently. Powell said, "They're too
fickle. They have high fees,
and I believe they u e shady
practices to encourage their
costumers to overdraft."
According to Powell,
the overdraft protection they
offered linked her checking
account to her savings account; they're main reason for

allowing money inside the savings account to cover fees is in
the event of an overdraft.
"They allowed for multiple charges to drop on the
checking account, prior to
moving the money from my
savings account," she said.
According to Powell,
the bank gave her a "vague"
explanation.
They told her she
''needed a certain amount of
money present in her savings
account before the over drat
protection could be issued."
"i used the service frequently during the summer,
and had never dealt with this
problem. Not only had they
not lifted the fees, they in fact
had moved the money into my
checking during the overdraft,
but eventually pulled it back
out," Powell said.
She also questioned
as to why Bank of America
had also stopped a large wire
transfer that was sent as an alternative option to block fees.
Powell said that Bank of
America had charged her 20
dollars for the transfer, but entered it into her account late.
"They admitted that it was
their fault, but still refused to
lift the fees."
Powell said that she
even experienced identity
theft. "Everyth ing that could
have possibly gone wrong happened. Just impersonal customer service. I've decided to

switch to another bank."
Kira Graves, a sophomore public relations major,
has also experienced identity
theft.
"The account was an
inconvenience. I only use it to
pay my credit card bills, and it
took two months for them to
put the money back. l had to
fill out all this paper work to
continue the investigation, but
luckily I was able to get help
from my father, who paid the
balance until the money was
returned," Graves said.
Graves initially chose
Bank of America because its
banking center hours fit easily
into her schedule and also for
the abundance of their locations.
" I hadn't even had the
account for a month. They
still haven't ordered my checks
yi:t, and I opened tny account
inJuly," she said.
Still, many students are
apparently satisfied customers of Bank of America. And
despite a few drawbacks, Bank
of America continues to thrive
significantly in the banking industry.
"Bank of America helps
build strong communities by
creating opportunities for
people - including customers,
shareholders and associates to fulfi ll their dreams," said
Kenneth D. Lewis, chairman,
CEO and president of Bank
of America.
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Following Footsteps:

Shai

Pholo Counesy of V/il:ipecb com

Howard alumni Carl Martin, Darnell Vann, Marc Gay and Garfield Bright
formed the group Shai during their tenure at the university.

•
reer took off.
l\.1any radio stations
grabbed hold of the newborn
''The very first time, that
group's single, and the demand
I saw your bright eyes, your lips
quickly grew. Not long after
said 'hello' and I said hi." Sotmd
pla}ing "lf I Ever Fall In Love"
familiar? In 1990, four gentleon radio statfons, the group got
men established the R&B group
signed to Gasoline Alley. In
Shai right here on Howard UniI992, Shai began recorcling their
versity's campus.
first album entitled, "If I Ever
Imagine strolling along
Fall In Love." Other hit su1gles
campus and straight ahead a
from the album were "Baby I'm
small crowd forms. \'\bile easYours" and "Comforter."
ing closer with suspicion, the
After recording their
nodding of heads to a beat is
first album, the group began
noticeable and the encouragesinging songs for movies and
ment of the pack can be heard.
making guest star appearances
In squeC7Jng through the maze
on many television ~hows. Their
of people. an opening is found
song "The Place \ Vhere You Bein which four young men standlong" was featured on the Beving at the head of the crowd are
erly Hills Cop ID soundtrack in
singing. As they end their first
1994. The group also performed
number, the audience anticipates
on the show Family l\ilatters in
for more. Respectfully, the group
1992.
returns to the snapping of their
Upon finishing tl1eir
fingers as the lead singer begins
first album and singing for the
the first verse of a new song.
television screen, the R&B group
Shai. a popular R&B
recorded their second album in
group in the '90s. began at the
1995 entitled "Blad.fact':' lt was
.Mecca. In 1990, English major
released with the single "Come
Carl tv1artin from Lafaycue. La.
\\'ith ~le. ' In 1999, the group
and music major Darnell \'an
recorded the album "Destiny"
Rensalier from Patterson. NJ.
after l\1artin left the group. l\1arallowed their love for music and
tin was replaced with Erik \ Villis.
vocal ability to bring them toTheir fourth album was entitled
gcthc1~ Th~-y were both pledging
"Back from the l\.fystel)' S)~lem:
Beta Chapter, Alpha Phi Alpha
J'l1e Love Cyde." which \Villis
Fraternit); Inc.
dcbutt·d on
As a duo. the) st,u1ed
Despit(; the decrease
singing around \\lashington D.C.
of the popularil) of the group
at local events. Later, l\1arc Ca)~ a
for man} )ears, their music is
zoology major from l\iliami, Fla.
still remembered. Their songs
and Garfield Bright from Nash:uc used a lot on popular showi;
ville, Tenn. joined the group.
such as American Idol and f...lakGay discovered the name "Shai"
ing the Band 4. Not on!} is the
which mi:ans "personification of
group involved musically, but
destiny" u1 Egypt.
they also make time to give back
\\'ith only I 00 dollars,
to the conununit). They have
the group rel orckd their fir.;t
worked \\ith many charities like
demo tape. l\lartin wrote the first
the Make A \ Vish 1'bundation.
single known to music lo\·ers as,
To enhance the knowkdge of
''If I Ever Fall In Love."
mu.sic an10ng students, the group
Shai entered the song into
founded Project S.TA.R. It gives
a contest hosted by the \VPGC
students all over the country an
radio station in \\'a.~hington,
opportunity to receive fir.;t-hand
D.C. This contest allowed listenexpcrienl'e on the music business
ers to ~·all in and request their
and knowledge of what goes befavorite nt'w single. Shai won the
hind the SlClleS.
contest and from there, tlwir caBY BRITIANI MONCREASE
Contributing Writer
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Prestigious Valley Forge Facing
Allegations, Fallen Enrolltnerit
Continued from FRONT,

ACADEMY
These private institutions today really help kids," said
Jeffrey \\/"mans, an archaeologist in Riddick, Fla., and a
1966 graduate.
Told of Miller's allegation that the dispute
stems from the admis ion of women, alumnus O'Rourke,
a former industrial sales manager who lives in Tucson,
Ariz., was momentarily speechless.
"Initially, there was an uproar by some of the
alumni, but it was mostly because the administration
didn't handle it correctly," O'Rourkc said. "Ever since, I
think, most alumni sec that the females are an excellent
addition to the academy. To use this as a reason to cover
up the Valley Forge Academy administration's scandals
is beneath contempt."
Kinslow said a few women were enrolled in
Valley Forge's junior college when he was there in the
1980s.
"This guy tvliller is a stranger," he said, "and
unless he can lay a foundation for how a cheating scandal and the allegations of ... physical assault are related
·to concerns of gender, it lacks credibility."
Created in 1928 as a private, all-male college-prep boarding school that fosters leadership, Valley
Forge Military Academy and College is not operated by
the military Its two-year college, however, offers one of
the five early-commissioning_programs in the country.
Students who complete the two-year Senior ROTC program are commissioned second lieutenants in the Army,
and some head lo one of the service academies.
Valley Forge College admitted women at the
urging of the coed service academies and at the prospect of losing federal funding for the Senior ROTC
program.
But alumni and former Valley Forge parents
who have expressed concerns say they are upset by what
they view as the erosion of discipline and tradition since
McGeorge, a former consultant to the school, was appointed its I 0th president.
Robert K. \Vrede, a Los Angeles lawyer who
'recently resigned as a trustee because serving consumed
too much time, said he supported McGcorge. Noting the
school's tough financial position, Wrede, a 1957 graduate, said, "I believe that Tony McGeorge is not only up
to meeting the challenges but is making progress."
But other alumni vented -- sometimes in profane language - on a \Veb site called CanMcGeorge.
com. The site was shut down after McGeorge threatened to sue the operator.
The alumni, who have since created a site
called "Save Valley Forge," contend they were galvanized in September when they heard about the gradechanging. They were troubled when they learned about
the assault charges.
Tw:o parents say they did not send their sons
back to Valley Forge this fall because other students had
attacked the boys and the school ignored their complaints. The alleged perpetrators were not disciplined,
the parellls say.
Radnor police and the Delaware CQunty
District Attorney's Office are investigating the assault
on Inge Christiansen's 16-year-old son, who suffered
four fractures near an eye and a fracture on the side of
his head when two older students knocked hfo1 to the
ground and kicked him in his barracks in mid-May.
After being treated in the school's infirmary,
Christiansen said, her son was driven by campus security to Bryn Mawr Hospital. During surgery, a metal plate
was screwed into the bones. Christiansen reported the
assault to Radnor police.
She said'her son had been attacked after breaking up a fight that evening. Sources at the school allege
Christiansen's son precipitated the attack. The alleged
perpetrators were permitted to graduate.
"It is not a reform school," Ch1istiansen said.
"I really wanted lo send him to get a good military start.
... I am so sorry that the school has changed so much
that it is not as good as it was."
Her son now attends a public high school near
0

their home in Southern California.
Caroline Kiracofe said that her 13-year-old
son had been repeatedly tormented, including being
kicked while doing push-ups, and that one of his arms
had been branded with a five-pointed star during the
spring semester.
She said her happy eighth grader, who had
wanted to go to the Naval Academy, was now in therapy
to deal with the trauma he had experienced in the barracks.
The mother, from Hollywood, Fla., said school
officials had said her son agreed to be branded. ·~ 13- 1
year-old who has been pummeled for weeks does not
consent to a branding," she said.
Miller, the school spokesman, said he could not
comment on the allegations because of privacy laws.
The grade-changing allegations surfaced in
August when Richard Robitaille, who had been at Valley Forge for a decade and had been associate dean at
the college, declined the post of interim dean. In a letter
to McGeorge on Aug. 26, Robitaille said he had refused,
in part, because Katherine Anderson, the top academic
administrator, allegedly had changed several students'
grades.
Jn his letter, Robitaille, who has a doctorate in
education, outlined nine allegations of grade changes.
In one case, he said, a student with 14- unauthorized
absences ,got a B after his father complained to school
officials about the original F.
In another, Robitaille said, Anderson allowed
a student who had done no course work to withdraw on
the last day of class because, she said, an F would ruin
his career. And Robitaille alleged that a history teacher
who had caught a cadet cheating in class had been ordered not to fail the student and to allow him to return
to class.
McGeorge reportedly responded to Robitaille's letter, promising to look into the matter. After
three weeks passed without anything happening. Robitaille sent the letter to the trustees.
Trustees, who said they would conduct an independclll investigation, appointed Frederick Breitcnfeld, a respected educator and a former Valley Forge
trustee, to lead it. Breitenfcld did not return a call for
comment.
In a letter to parents last week, McGeorge
wrote that the investigation had determined "tlrnt the
claims alleged by Mr. Robitaille were without merit.
A week ago, the executive committee of the board of
trustees reviewed the investigation and was satisfied with
its findings."
·
Robitaille, who is working at another educational institution in New Jersey, declined to comment
other than to indicate he was not contacted during the
investigation.
Miller, the school spokesman, confirmed that
Breitenfeld had not called Robitaille because the allegations were straightforward.
Valley Forge has been seeking to discredit Robitaille in the last few weeks, and Miller last week described him as "not credible." Miller said the former associate dean had resigned by e-mailJuly 19 and did not
mention the grade-changing allegations until he sent a
four-page "diatribe about perceived injustices."
Pat Picone, who is copresidenl of the parents'
association with his wife, Patsy, said his family had had
no concerns about the academics or safety of his son,
who is in his fifth year at Valley Forge.
"We are really happy "ith the school," he
said.
But David Eyler, whose son graduated from
the academy in the spring after four years, said he was
among tl10se who had come to believe that military
schools should not be run by civilians. "I have had three
'of my sons go to military schools," Eyler said. " It is a lot
about tradition, and those guys (alumni) don't want to
see tl1ose traditions die/'
O'Rourke put it like this: "The alumni only
wish to restore our alma mater to a state of its former
greatness and reputation."
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Hearing Explore~ Violence,
Degradation in Hip-·H op
Comi1111ed from FRONT,

IJIPHOP
"Manv artists today say that they are
just telling a story of things ther have been
through, but there are many others like Talib
Kweli ~ho speak about their life experiences in
a way that doesn't have to promote violence or
tear dchvn our women," said Adam Allen, a senior international business major.
Another participant of the hearing,
ivfr. Tqwns, expressed it best when he stated,
"This i~ not a problem of rap. It is a problem or

our conununity."
Instances such as Don Imus' comments about young black women shocked
America into a debate of whether or not issues
like degradation of women should be tolerated.
\ \lhile suidcs arc being taken toda), if responsibility of the artist and a positi\'e perception of
ow-selves remains the focal points or change in
the hip hop communit), \ Villiams said that within time, hearings like that of last month with
Imus's nan1e representmg its purpose, will not
longer be needed.

Officials Say Wildfire Evacuations were 'Unprecedented'
Continued from FRONT,

FIRES

llly8ll Pall'd< • Sacramenlo Bee (MCT)

Wildfires destroyed four homes in Angeles National Forest near Saugus, Cali. Sunday. Tens
of thousands of Southern California residents were evacuated.

Tribune. Officials said one person had
died and 17 others were injured in San
Diego County.
The Associated Press reported
tl1at as many as 250,000 people were being evacuated in San Diego County, including hundreds being moved by school
bus and ambulance from a hospital and
nursing homes. Northeast of San Diego,
the community of Ramona, with a population of 36,000, was ordered to completely evacuate.
In Orange County, a fire threatening the city of Irvine was 30 percent
contained. Firefighters are investigating
arson as the cause of the fire.
Mandatory evacuations were
under way for northern San Diego, encompassing I0,000 homes. Herb Greenberg, a columnist for Market\Yatch, wa5
among them.
"This kind of an evacuation
was unprecedented. Officials came on
the TV at 6 a.m. (Pacific), and said if
you live in this area, get out," Greenberg
said while traveling north on the Pacific
Coast Highway (state Highway I). He
added that the evacuated area, just cast
of Del M ar, stretches from IO miles long
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to about five to seven miles wide.
"This is not the kind of place
you expect to be evacuated by fire. It'd
be like being in L.A. somewhere in some
noncanvonish tract homes or cul de
sacs."
Many people in the affected
area in San Diego were trying to go south,
according to Greenberg, to get to Qualcomm Stadium, one of the designated
shelters listed for the area. Emergency officials are asking residents to avoid major
highways and to keep cell-phone use to
a minimum to prevent hampering emergency communications.
1 he 1-aging fires across Southern California are being fueled by dry
brush created from a record drought this
year.
Some of the worst fire damage
has taken place in the coastal ~1alibu area
of Los Angeles County, where more than
2,200 acres have burned and more than
500 people have been evaC'uated. Classes
at Pepperdine University there have been
canceled Monday, and all roads to the
campus arc closed.
H ighway l remained dosed to
traffic from the north and south.
There were some encouraging
signs from reports that said \vinds had begun to die down in Malibu, and that the

situation had improved from Sunday and
earlier l\1onda), but officials maintained
that the situation was tenuous. Ten buildings were lost on Sunday, including a
landmark church.
Furtl1er north and cast of Malibu, several blazes stretched across the
mountains north of ;Santa Clarita. Twenty-five stn1cturc.~ were damaged there, officials said.
Authorities ordered an evacuation for tl1e city of Santa Clarita and
Castaic, the northernmost portion of Los
Angeles County.
In San Francisquito Canyon,
firefighters were monitoring a blaze that
was tl1reatening some ranc;h homes, with
about 30 trucks gathered from various jurisdictions. Some firefighters had been on
duty since Sunday morning.
fires also were reported in
mountainous parts of San Bernardino
County about 60 miles e~st of downtown
Los Angeles. Hr !11es were burning unchallenged in the resort town of Lake Arrowhead, which reportedly started near a
power station.
Aerial crews were unable to
reach the area because of high winds. A
few miles away, in the Green Valley Lake
area, a separate "monster fire" described
by officials, is also burning.
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Haitian Tenor Breaks Silence in Upcoming Concert
BY ASHLEY SOUTHALL
Contributing Writer
Three years after his
last musical performance, .JeanClaude Eugene is ready to takr.
his bilingual act back to the
~•age.

1be Hanian-b<>m tenor
will givt a lhrcr.-hour show !>unday, O ct. 28 at the University of
the District of Columbia's Reflections program. a sho"case
of Haitian hi5tory and identity
through dance., poetry anrl song.
"I'm rl'ally cxc-ired tlJ get
back on ~tagc and p<"rform," 1-,ugenc sitid. "I l()vc mu~i< and it's
even bctt•~r when I get to shan•
my m1a1c with others.
R.dlcc 11rms is cliV1d1:cl
into thrr.r segments: par:.doxes,
beauty and hope. A, the fcarun·cl
anist, Eug.-ne will perform a variety of pieces in Carihb1·:.11 and
ja/./. bc·at in ge11res ranging from
cla~~ical '" pop.
His srts indudr. a live l'n~cmble band and \isuals ol wh:.1
Eugc-rw aflirnu as ''the 1·ss1·nc e

of Haiti."
'i\11 of the different 5CCtions are going to show what
Haiti is really about." Eugene
said.
Eugene said his music
draws from his ob5ervations of
the e\ery day. Hi, music coven a
range of topics from love to natun; But b1gcm: ,ay:s he place'
sp<'< ial emphasis on social issues.
"If )OU're an artist vou
have 10 han· that e)C to see things
and tramlarc that to words and
music," Eugene said.
H" i, a fan of Haitian and
Fn•nd1 'i11gc1 s who he says put a
great d1·al of energ} into crafri11g
thl"ir lyrics.
His favontcs include
J rench-la11gua1:e vocaliM' Gur
Du Ro•it·r and Charle~ Aznavour.
'' 1 ltt"se arr pc<1ple whcJ
will take care of their lyric:s.
' I here has lo bt· some level of po1·1ry 10 it," Eugene ~aid.
Eugen<-. whose professi()nal music career spans nearly
tluce d ..c a des, cmcrgcd as one
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Atop a su·uic hilltop In
southeast \Vashington lies a histoncal neighborhood that tells a
story of growth and strength.
Tlus area is referred to
as Anacostia, !orated at the intt·r·
s1:cuo11 of Good Hope Road and
M.1rtm Luther king A\e. and ca~t
uf tlw 1\11,1tosti.1 RiYer.
llt'tghbo1 hood h.1s
bn·n the home of musil legt·nds
i\l.1n1n Ga) 1. l'cadu, & He1 b.
fornwr lllil\Or i\t;mon Barn and
pol't L1.r.1 Pound
C.1ptain .John Smith.
who \\as rt•sponsiblc for cstabhsh111~ .J.11lll'SIO\\ n, \a .• explored
thl· .1n-.1 in 1608 .1long "11h other
l.11 rope .111 st·1tk1 s. i\n.1< ost i.1 \
histo1ic.1l dist ri< I \\ a.s .1lso onlt"
rckncd 10 .1s Uni<>nlO\\ll, a
\\1,1lth\ s11b111h 1h.1t \1 · " ! .nmt" to
.1h1>hti11111st I n·d( rill Doui;lass.
,\nthom \ngdo c;u.11ini. ,1 m11s1·11m 'Jll't i.1hst for the
Snuths1>ni.u1 \n.1n>sti.1 i\ 111st•t1111
111d Ct·ntt't tor \fnr.111- \nwrit~lll
Hi,ton .md Cuhun:. '•"d "'the
m·i~hhnrlH>t>d is '1h1 .1111 .md h.1s
111 innl'dibk hish>l\ llll}Wti:itll II>
till' 11.111011.''
l k s,ud th.11 .1hho11~h
s tul' I• idt•nts uf I) l' ulii·n look
d1l\\ n • >n the .irt• 1. pt·ople should
1.1ke .1 t los.-r look mto the ridi hi'ton of Anal ns11.1
" I Ill' "·" fa< t th.it [Ana .. >stm) lo..>l.s m"' h.l' k" to do
\\ ith thl· ph\ •It.II apjX'i~I\ l". b11t
h,\\l' nwn; h> do \\ith poh<il·' p111
illll' pl.l<t"." C11.1tit'n ,..ud.
S1n1w of thl' pt>lidcs he
mentioned tlt".\I" ith thl" pnind of
'\\ hitc Hicht'' bl·ginnin.: in the
1950 .tftcr tht· .l!T.u 'urrouudmi:
thl C:ip1ll>l \H"rt: 'irnpm,-cd" .u1d
hvini: t•xpen'<"' •ti. ·-..-.c•cd. movini:
bl.id,.' into tht· '-t11 t11e.1,t H"t:it>n
of 1hc cit\,
.. !"ht• frdcral i:m-cmmcnt ca.me into the .ut·.1 and
ch.1n~ed zonin~ l,m-,. ... Guatieri
said C\l'l\t11.1lh! mam blatk:. in
the South" c't an·a of the dh
\\ere forced l•l mon· cast into
a.lfordabk public. hou 'n)! uni ts
bcm hmlt b\ the kdt'r .1\ own1nll':nt.
In the pnxt'ss. th1: "hitc
mi.ddle-da:.s mo,cd out of the
area and the neighborhood of
Anacostia became 90 pcn;ent .\f..
rican ,\incrican.

nw

foday, Anacostia is going throu~h the process of gen1rification and many new dcvelopme111s arc poppmg up across
the neighborhood. Domo \Villis
grew up in Anacostia and says he
continues to remain in the neighborhood for years to come.
.. [his is home," vVillis
said. ·~n 't nothing better than
this." \ Villis mentioned that despite the negative image of lhc
area cine to the high crime ratt',
h1· docs not vie" 1hc neighborhood as ''bad."
"I don't think the area is
bad, it"sjust the people in it makes
it bad," he said.
\\'illis says that wilh the
Ill'" \ \'ashington Nationals bascb.1\1 stadium being built close b\,
it will givt' residents something to
look forward 10.
"It "as a good idea lo
put the s:.\dmm dose by," \\ii
hs s.ud. The 20-w.ir-old sa\ >
"ithm the neighborhood. there
is not murh to do "t'xet•pt work

"'IS}' rJ ..,,. .tea. Id. ..-.
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Pictured above, Jean-Claude Eugene rs a Haitian vocalist who is known for
his distinct tenor voice. He will be features at UDC on Sunday. Oct. 28
of Haiti "s strongest tenor voices
during lhe I 980's.
lo date. he has recorded
five albums.
He has also performed on
some of America's most prominent stages. such as Carnegie
Hall.

Rich History of Anacostia Lends
a Hand to Community's Future
BY KRISTEN M. PRICE
Conlnbutrng Writer

-
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and have fun." He hopes that the
nc\\ stadium will add more fun
and excitement for those living in
or around Anacostia.
Visitors and residents
can take advantage of tours at
Frederick Douglass' home and
Old Carver Theatre.
An exhibition called
"East of the River: Continuity
and Change" is also going on
now at the Anacostia ?<.1useum
and Center for ,\frican- American Histon and Culture located
at 1901 Fort Place in southeast
D.C. The exhibition takes a deep
look into the neighborhood and
how it can1c about in D.C.
Gualie1i wants people
to kno" that residents outside
of the Anacostia will make their
O\\ n opinions about the neighborhood. but it is up to the residents lo keep the rich legacy alive.
" I he futurt' of ,\nacostia is in the hands of 1hc commu. " G uat1en
. . sa1"d .
mt\:

-
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He began his music career
after stud,ing finance and economics at ~otre Dame College
of Haiti. followed by Pace Uni\Crsity and Johns Hopkins Universitv in the United States.
"\\'hen the president of
Haiti was in D.C. a fo" months

ago to ,;sit Pr~ident Bush.
Jean wa' a special guest." said
Julia \\ilson. president of \\il:son Global Communications.
a marketing firm in the District
that promotes Africa and the
Diaspora communit' ··He's an
undeniable t.'tlent. Hi< mu~c is
a mis of \frican and Caribbean
music \\"hen he performs he n:all~ •ho'" the positi,·e side of
Haiti
he makes vou feel Haiti
and the people ··
In addition co singing. Eugene is also an actor and director. His biogrnph' include• parts
in !"he Treasure of Toussaint
L"ou,·erture at Carnegie Hall
and How Papa :\oel Forgot Hait
at Lincoln Ccni er and an appcar.. nce in acclaimed director
Raoul Peck<i..« hrst film. "Haitian
Corner."
He currentlv senes as
the anistic director of Theatre
.Mapou de \\'ashington. a metro
actors group he founded in 2000.
Eugene also works as a banker.
He savs his two professional lives a'< a performer and

Pholo CO\l"esy ol silver_spnng pc:s3.Cll)'-dala.com

The Fillmore will be built across the street from the AFl's Silver Theatre and the Round House Theatre in Silver
Spring, Md. The music venue is expected to open in 2010 and will offer a wide range of entertainment.

New Fillmore Music Hall To
Go Up in Silver Spring in 2010
CRYSTAL CRANMORE
Staff Writer

Montgomery County executive Isaiah
Leggett tean1ed up with Live Nation. the largest
live entertainment company in the world. to create
a multi-faceted entertainment venue in downto'' n
Silver Spring, an initiative that ,..,jll attract many
Howard students.
In an effort 10 rejuvenate the appointed
arts and entertainment dlstrict of Silver Spring,
Leggett partnered up with Live Nation to create
a venue that would resemble the original Fillmore
music hall in San Francisco, which launched the
careers of Jimi Hendrix~ Santana and Otis Redding of the Temptations.
"\Ve were tning to enhance the economic
development of the cit,-." Leggett said. ··\Ve have
bi:en planning this project for the last five years,
and we have looked at other companies to help us
with the effort. Live Nation expressed interest and
was the only one that offered its help."
The economic initiative would attract
more people to downtown Silver Spring and would
open cultural and entertainment opportunities for
other clubs and restaurants.
fhc 1-illmore ";11 be housed in the Silver
Spring Cl'ntral Business District. a highh urban
area that has a growing number of young adult
and teenage re~idcnts. ' Ille music hall is set to
open m early 2010 and ''ill be located on Coles"ille Road and Georgia i\ve.. in the same facility as
the oldj.C. Penne~ Department Store.
The Fillmore ,,;u also accommodate between 500 to 2.000 audience members.
upon joining \\ith members of Live :-;a-

tion, Leggett signed a letter of intent with the company last month to recreate a Fillmore music hall.
The hall will be built on land owned by
Lee Development Group, who is contributing $3.5
million in land for the project.
Leggett strives to build a facility that can
be used for various events, including live music
concerts. comedy shows and plays. But when Live
Nation isn't using the facility. the venue is open for
public meetings, corporate functions, graduations
and much more.
According to Leggett, educational institutions, including Howard University, can benefit
from using the Fillmore.
"I think it would be great to have a venue
like this," said sophomore theater major Jude Tibcau. '"Howard students would be interested and
definitely use it, but more so the upperclassmen."
As a partner in this financial project, Live
Nation may prove to be very advantageous as they
will be able to provide an array of musical entertainment that ,..,jll attract the diversity in Silver
Spring.
The Fillmore music hall in Silver Spring
,..,jll reflect musical history from San Francisco's
Fillmore back in the I 960's and "ill make an attempt to represent local history.
"\\'c want to recognize those stars that
come from th.- D.C. area," said.John Viautin, vice
president of communications at Li·.-e '\ation. "-1-:i.ns
\<"alk in and sec there favorite bands and walk out
with knowledge about some of their favorite anists. It is a positive experience."
"The county has been tl!ing to attract
thi~ kind of venue for 'evcral } ear~ nov.." said Gary
Stiph. director of the 51lvcr Spring Regional Center. '"h has finally gotten its chance."

The community needs
you. Play your part and
write for Metro. Attend a
meeting and grab a story.

The Smithsonian Anacostia Museum and Center for African-American His·
tory and Culture is recognized for embracing black heritage and society.
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as a banker are 1he result of his
upbringing.
He says his parent~ raised
him to be self-sufficient. Although
the familv w~ musicaJly-inclined,
Eugene sa\ s his parents took care
to emphasize the importance of
a stead' source of income.
' The music industn is
a \ ei; risk"' bu~iness." Eugene
said. ··From the time that I was in
school. I have graduated \\;th the
sense that I need to have something to live off of.""
ln the evening, Eugene
comes home to his wife of more
than 30 ~ea!"" and the couple's
three children.
Although it is unclear
"hat Eugene did during his time
off. the concert ";u gi,·e him the
chance to demonstrate how he's
marurcd dually as a Haitian and
a \'ocalist.
I can't wait to show people what I\·e done, Eugene said.
"I think this is going to
be a really good sho" and everyone's going to enjoy what I have
to offer."
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Alcohol Consumption a Deadly Link to Cancer
grams of alcohol in a "eek's time

BY JUDY PERES
ChlCago Ttibune (MCT)
You eat \"Our veggic:s,
\'OU

acrasc at least a f~

UffiCS

a

"eek, \'OU ga\'C up cigan:tte and
h rmon replacement p
and
' u ha' a
o red \\ln C'\ ~
because )1:>U care .about
your health
But one of th~ thi~
is not like the others \\1ille your
attention has beaJ ebcwherc.-, scientists ha''C amassed persuasl\'e
C\idence that drinking alcohol,
an> fonn of alcohol, C'\"Ctl in moderate an1ounts, can pose a serious
threat tu \our health.
Researd1ers have ki10\\ll
for n,.arl) 20 ) C:ill"S tl1at dnnking
~•eel ""'•r ...__,...., ..._
-'". r_.......
aJ
... _...
- - ... -n"'"""".
cancer of the mouili. tl1roat,
esophagus and liver.
But those dise;ucs don't
get much publicity. 'I his )car,
the International Agenc:v for Rt:~cart h on Cancer add.-d brrast
and rolon cancer. two of the four
major killer cancer;. to the list of
malignancies krio"n to be foster<~d b' alcohol
'
1l1e risk i' "dose dependt nt," meaning the more )'<)U
drink the higher the risk.
According to comprehensi\'C reviews of the scientific
eviden.;e, people who average
just over one drink a day (I 00

run

increase ilictr chances of rle\'Cl •
opin::: colon cancer bv about 15
percent fur those who conrume
about four drinks daih, the risk o
4-0 pen:ent higher.
\\omen who b.n-e one
to t\\O drinb da' mc.reasc theu
breast ;in er risk b\ 13 percent
\\ith four drinks, the n§k i• 50
percent higher
That's t\\iCe the increase in rdati\'C risk au ributed to
Pn:mpro, ilie hormone pill tested
in the \\omen's Health Iniriati\'c,
the "dl-kno"n stud- that found
the risks of hormone replacement
outweigh the bem·tits.
La.~t month, another
studv reinforced the fact that even
.i glass or t\•o of \\inc a cl.a~ increases br~t c.u1cer nsk. Ye-,
even red "inc.
Drinking small amounts
of alcohol - a ~hot of hard liquor
or a glass of bet"r or \\inc - on a
consistent daily ba~is does have a
few pro\'en health benefits.
')p1 colicall}. it reduce•
the nsk of heart attacks and
trokes caused bv blocked arteries
by I 0 to 15 percent
That's prot.abl) because
alcohol incre•i.,cs good cholesterol
and prevents blood platelets from
clumping together.
"On the other hand.
alcohol is detrimental for more

than 60 dia.."Iloscs.." said Juen:m
Rdun, head of public health and
regulaton polici~ at the Ontario
Center for Addicuon and ?.fental
Healili.
..That red v.ine stuffh°" It was ruppmed to be protec11\'C-was h\ped completeh out of
whac.k b\ ilie media." Relun said.
~\nd whatC'\'Cr protecth'C effect
there is. is not about the reel ''ine
-it's about ilie alcohol."
Accordinl! to data compiled by the Ccnte~ for Disease
Control and PTe'"Cntion, alcohol
consumption is the third-bi~t
' .1 ·: ,,. ' ,f pre\'cntable death in the
l. '>.• after smoking and obestf\.
I lie center.; estimate that in 200 I,
the most recent ,vcar for "hich
data is available. drinking caused
near!> 93.000 death•.
That include• more
than 12.000 cancer deailis, comparable to the 13.67 4 killed in
alcohol-related traffic accidents.
The san1e data sho"
that about 30.000 fatal heart attacks "ere prevented b~ moderate alcohol consumption, "hich is
defined as fewer than t""O drinks
a da} for men and less than one
drink a da\, for "omen
But Dr. Robert Brc\\C:r,
head of the CDC alcohol team,
said the evidence for alcohol preventing heart anack.s is le" reliable.

............., ()Qi,'O

{IC)

Drinking alcohol contributes to breast cancer and colon cancer In addition to cancers of the mouth and throat
''\\'c need to be cautious

about interpretim:: ilie studies that
<ugg~t a benefit," "'1id Brt•wer.
..People "ho drink moderatch arc
different from people \\ho don't
drink. the) ex.. rcise more. the)
have better medical insurann',
their bod\ ·ma~' index i• lo'' er"
Jn other word•. tht·)
might lia\e had fewer heart attacks because of factor.< other
than alcoh• •I intake.
Socnt;,ts don't ki10"
exactly ho" alcohol changes the
cancer picture Some re<earchers arc anal) zing the influenrc of
alcohol on estrogen levels. "hi(·h
can affect the ri~k of brea•t C"dll-

CC!~ But .1lcohol

aOect' hver
function, \\ hith could impair tht·
bo<h \ abilir- to get nd of pot<'ntial c.mcn-causing a~nts .
I h<' good II<'\\' for "orrit·d drinker-. Rd1111 'aid. i' that
quitting seem' to •·n•ntu.ul\' rt.'' C'f"C' the added ti,J..,
ln a 'tud' p11blL~hed
(a,t month in the lnt<'rnational
Journal of C'~u1()('r, Rehm and h1'
tolleague' 'howed that the risk of
ht•ad-and-nc<k .111d t''<>phageal
c.mtcr dcuTascd signifk.ulll)
"i1hin 10 )cars of b.;\'ins up boo1t•
.md '' a.s the same ,1s th.11 for nondrinker- after 20 \c.1r-.
Son.e expert< ~'l\ sod-

et\ should t
ti e p b h alth
nsks of .1kohol mu.:h Ill< rt: enoush .u1d Imm con umpllon
1 rnn 1 oomr.. an <'padamologi t
at th<' I 111\-rnm of \ hnn<'•ota.
,,ud S('\t ml 'lr.Jll'glt'$ h, \t l><'t'll
sho,,11 H> \u•rk. mdudmg n st111 ttng h:ipp' -hour and two-ft •r-o11t·
promotions, trauung '' a1t 5tafl
o make sun:- dnnkcni aren't over
en't'd. and mcn·asin t.i M
• 1 ""'
n
al~ hol
h.l\t'n't kq>t up \\lth 111H.1t1011, so
till' 1t-.1l pn<t' l' lllUlh lo\\<'1 1h.111
it lt'l'tl hi ht•," ,IJ,· ,,1id
i"·
t.1:1.t·~ should Ix· 111d,·:1.,·d to 11111.1-

··1.,..

. ..
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Pro-Choice, Pro-Life Nations
Maintain Close Abortion Rates
BY ALEESA MANN
Staff Writer
The \Vorld Health Organi1.ation (\\.'HO said that a
study released by ilie Guttmacher
Institute. an organization that researc:hc> sexual and reproductive
h<'alth issues, pro\'es abortions are
kss prevalent in nations where
abo11ion is legal as compared to
nations where abortion is illegal.
According to ilie study,
Induced Abortion: utimated
Rates and Trends \\'ondwide.
"The observed decline [in induced abortions) ".1s grc.1tcr in
developed regions than in dt•,eloping countries."
The results of the study
haw tencwcd discou~c amoni::
pro-life and pro-choice organization~ and raise man) quc,tions on
how to handle the issue of abortion.
TI1c study reported that
42 million abortions\\ ere 111cl11c:ccl
worldwid<' in 2003 compared to
the 46 million in 1995.
The Guttmachcr lnstiHllc also reported iliat the in 2003
the 1att' of abortions in developed
countries was 26 abortions per every 1,000 women of childbearing
age (15-44\ This figure "a..~ compared to 29 per 1.000 abortions in
clevdopmg countries lbesc figun:s bec.omc especialh devastating a., the in.~titute found that 55
percent of abortions that on ur in
dc,·doping countries arc unsafe.
'·I think that the study is
Vt'r\' rcliablt'. The Guttmacher In~titutc and \\'HO arc both widcl)
recognized in the field." ~dJe«i-

ca Arons, director of ilie \\.'omen's
H ealth and Rights Program at
the Center for American Progres.'
(CAP). which advocates on behalf
of a woman's right to choose.
"In terms of its effect
here (in the StatesJ, what I would
hope would come from this report
is that pcople start to understand
that "e are having the wrong
debate. \\'c ·vc been debating
whether ahor1ion should be legal
but really tl1e question is wheilicr
we want abortion to be safe or
Wl5afc," •ht' said Arons \\ent on
to say iliat approximately 6 7.000
women die each year from illegal
and unsafe abortion and an additional 5 million suffer from permanent or temporary disability.
l\fany pro-life organi,mtions arc mmc.-what ambivalent to
the results of the study and question its \'alidity.
" Jbe bi~est problem
[in the study) is that it's making
estimates bast•d on estimates ;md
1 really don't consider the study
all that reliable for iliat reason:·
said John Jansen, co-director of
Generations for Life. the )Uuth
outreach dhision of the Pro-Life.Action League.
Jansen also questioned
the integrity of the report issued
b} the Guttmachcr Institute, a
Planned Parcn thood affiliate.
fht' Guttmacher Institute was named after Alan E
Guttmacl1cr, who served as president of the Planned Parenthood
Fede1 at ion of America from 1962
until hi~ death in 1974.
Planned Parenthood is
no" the nation '5 leading sexual
and reproductive healili care ad-

Out,._..,,

(JiCT)

The conflict between pro-life and pro<hoice supportn Ml been ll'OUnd for
decides, but abortion rates rtlNlin the same lmgardleas of existing policy.

vocate and pro~cler.
"It seems like a conflict
of interest for iliem [ilie Guttmacher Institute) to publish a
study like that. They are not a
non-biased soun:c, they arc a biased source, and ili::y have an
interest in making it seem like
lPlanned Parenthood's) services
are needed in a particular area, ..
J ansen said.
Proponents of ilie study
explain the disparities in the rates
of abortion are due to the availability of contraceptives.
"The countries where
abortion is legal are the places
when: abortion happens the least
frequently, usually be<:ause they
arc countries where there also is
wider access to contraception,"
Arons said. "In places where
abortion is illegal, there are often more restrictions on access to
contraception. \\'omen aren't as
likely to be able to get contraception and unden;tand how to use it
properly.··
The decision ol Roe '·
\\'ade brought about the legali1.ation of abortion in the United
States in 1973. According to the
Guttmacher Institute, the rate of
abortion in ilic U.S. wa.~ 21 abortions per 1.000 women of childbearing age
In countries like Peru
and Uganda, "nere abortion is
illegal ilie rate of abortion is 56
and 54, respcctiH!); per l.000
women of childbearing age.
')\bortion is illegal in
most of Latin America and I think
there it's because of a strong influence from the Catl1olic church.
which has put a lot of pressure on
iliese countnel\ to keep abortion
illegal. but it's not just the church.
It's also illegal tn much of subSaharan Africa." Arons said.
"Countries iliat would
make abortion illegal arc generally more consen'ativc, and m such
countries it \~ould be more social(\ unacceptable to be pregnant
out of wedlock, causmg \\Omen
to seek abortion," said freshman
history major Kenned)" 'Jurner.
It is uncertain "hat effect ilie stu<h \\ill have on the
\\Orl~ide perc.cptl n of aboruo but it has ccrtamh aromed
concern in the !:t tatcs
It is projected that one
in three American women \\ill
have an abomon b)· the time they
tum 45
"The pcn:cption of sex
in the states is la~ accepted,
but not too man\ people want to
be prCl!IWlt." wd Scvrena Slr\\art, a sophomore pre-ph,'Sical
therap) maior "Contraception
d~'t pla) as bil!'
role in the
lJ. compared to other places. so
llbonions tend to be ilie mciliod
of stoppinl! pregnaneo.."
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Not all companies selling pink ribbon products really contribute to Breast Cancer Awareness Month.

Sotne Efforts to Raise Funds
for Breast Cancer Not Truthful
BY JADA SMITH
Staff Writer
Breast Cancer ,\\\,1renc<s ~1onth. recognized during
October. is dedicated to l'llhancing the i;iblic's awart•ncss
about the im~rtance of earl}
detection of breast cancc·r.
Because manv pc·ople wl 0 h. ·e been affi·ctcd m
brcasl cane.er din:-ctly or iudirectl) choose to donate to tht•
cause. many campani~ spon<or
"pmk ti bbon producl'! and promotiom" campaigns claiming
to support research c:cnten and
supportive organizauons.
But the Breast Cancn
Action BCA center 1 tr.ing to
inform consumers that the profits raised from these campaigns
may be doing vef) little t<> fund
breast canc1 r research.
Katrina Kahl , a communic •tlOn a.;sociate for BC:,\,
said that the Think lkfore You
Pink campail(ll hope• to encourage people to ma.kt' more in•
formed decisions about the pink
proJuc.ts they buy this m•mth.
"The campaiR"D is essentially a consumer education
campaign, Kahl said "\\c're
askin"' people to think more cnticall) about bu)ing the products
on the market and making surt·
thc•c people aren't contrib111ing
to brcas1 cancer them•d\'cs."
'I he BCA ~d that
companies who man•1fac.turc
goods iliat produce S}nthetic
chcmicab contradict thcmse;"cs "hen supporting breast
cancer health awareness
,\ recent Stud,· done
b) the Breast Cancer I ,md
reported that exposure 10 S)TI·
thetic chemicals has contributed to the risk of dC\'Cloping
breast cancer than a.'ISumed
"Companies such as
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Ford, B?vt\ \.' and Mc'HTdcs urge
customc~ to buy or drin· cars
in the nanw of b1t·.1\I cancer,
when tht·y art• t;ontrihuaing to
the disc.L...,.. K..1hl s.1id. ""I h•·y
should go a stc·p lunhcr if tht')
really wanl IO ,11ppor1 lh<' cause.
l'hey j~1Sl lll't'd lo Sll'p it up."
I-iird U;\1\\ .md .\1r1ccdes arc among tilt' ca1 ,ompanic: th,1t .irc don.ilmg a percentagt· of tl11:1r profits 10 breast
cancer re,,.arch if rite c ustomt'r
t·ithcr pu" h.t,,., <>r rc·,t drive~ a
car.
'I he BC:/\ n·fcrs to
October •~· Urrasr Cancrr lndustf)' .'.\1<m1h because· of aht·
notion that compa11i1·s are promoting the cause 0111} t•J boost
their image .me! thdr profias.
Marl) of 01e c:.ompanies ~pomonng campaigns
report unclear t.itcmcnls a., to
where exa<.tly 1he 111011cy from
the pink produc ts goes.
"\\'c.- want people. to
ask quotiuns " Kahl said. "If
rhey fed satisfi"d with the answen, by all means, purchase
the produtt. If llC/1 1 just drmatc
directly to 1hr org.mi1.arion doing the research "
Kahl al o cited the 111stancl'. of the e\•'Clry compan)
(,ani<"r "ho, JO )'Cars ago, put

S'i.'100 "pink w:11d1., 011 till'
n1«rk1•1 \\ll<'ll' a f>Ct< 1·11t.1g• ol
prnu·c·ds '"'uld go to Brr.1st

.1

(~dill

c•r rc ~c,1rd1 .

I he u1111pam ru gk• t< <I ro trll n1ston11 n tli.11
,iflrt du• fll~I S:W.00() \\olS 111,1dt•
lit1111 rlw s.111• of w.11< 111·5, tlw
1110111 )' \\11uld no long• r lw g•,_
111 to can r l•~e.ir<h
ti.en n1on
sophomc n J>re pharma } m.1 or.
said that ludd"11 infm malloll m
11111ru1hrul 1ac ucs us• cl 10 make·
111111w\, 111 rhr· name ol bw.1st
c.1111 "' 1s cl1•ploiabl1·

The BCA say• to uk six questioDJJ before supporting a
company raising .i:noney for bre;ut cancer:
I How much money from your purchase actuall} goes toward
breast c:mcer?
'l \\'hat i! ilie maximum amowlt tl1at "ill be donated'
3 HO\\ mucJ1 monC} \\as !!pent marketing the product>
4. Ho" an~ thr funds bCJng ra1Sc·d
J. fo what breast cane er organization docs the mont:) go?
6. \\'hat typt-s of programs docs it support, and what is tht·
company doinK to assure that ii.'! products are 1101 c:ontributing
the brea$t cancer epidemic?
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Sox Topple Indians, Head to World Series for Second Time
BY PAUL SULLIVAN
Chicago Tribune (MCT)
BOSTON--Thc
Boston
Red Sox added one more chapter
to their legacy of amazing comebacks Sunda) night at l'cnwa)'
Park, while the lndi.111s' stunning
collapse was the latest in a lonK
line of Cleveland's great heartbrcakers.
The Red Sox finished
their climb from a 3-1 deficit in
the American League Championship Series, knocking olT the Inclians 11-2 in Came 7 to advance
to the \ Vorlcl Series for the second
time in four years.
Boston will plav ho"t to
Colorado in G.1me I on \\'edncsda) night, looking for another ti tit
after encling an 86-)·ear drought
in 200.J..
Starter Daisukc Matsuzaka, the $100 million Japanese
import who lost Came 3 in CJe,·eland, pitched fi,·e strong innings
for the win, allowing two nms and
redeeming himself for his previous postseason flops.
"He pitched his heart
out," manager Terry Francona
said. "1 here were some tough innings."
Said Red Sox slugger
David Orti;i;: "We've been down
before, and we know how to come
out. So all the new kids around,
they're seeing the older guy:;, how
we keep it together."
Second b;~'eman Dustin
Pedroia homered and drove in
five runs, while relievers Hideki

Okajima and Jonathan Papelbon
fmished it off with four scoreless innings as the Red Sox broke
open the game late.
"The veteran guys instilled a belief in us," Pcdroia said.
"The season's almost over, we 're
down 3-1, and you get that sense.;
of urgent")'."
fhe comeback marked
the 11th time in postseamn history a team had climbed back from
a 3-1 deficit to win a series. It was
the third time Boston had done it,
having also done so in the 1986
ALCS against California and the
'O ~ ALCS against the Yankees.
''Games of a huge
magnitude, guys don't get overwhelmed," Francona said.
Right-hander
Josh
Beckett, who won both of his
starts, was named the most valuable player of the ALCS and will
start Game 1 of the \ \'orld Serie:..
The Red Sox celebrated
on the infield late into the night,
with Papelbon performing his
traditional Irish step dance before
the adoring crowd of 37, 165.
For the luckless lnclians,
the collapse will go down alongside some of the city's other epic
postseason failures. And thirdbase coachJocl Skinner's decision
to hold Kenny Lofton at third
base when his run would have
tied the game in the seventh inning will dredge up memories of
Earnest Byncr's fumble against
the Broncos in the '88 title gan1e
and Craig Eh.Io's watching helplessly as }..[ichael Jordan drained
a series-clinching buzzer-beater

Ramirct.

Phil Manno-Akron Beacon Journal( MCT)

Manny Ramirez and Boston Red Sox Teammates celebrate after coming back
from a 3·1 series deficit to advance to the 2007 World Series this week.

over him in the first round of the
1989 NBA playolTs.
Boston held a slim 3-2
lead in the fateful seventh when
Skinner prevented Lofton from
scoring from second with the ty-

ing run. Lofton was rouncling
third on a Franklin Gutierrez
single that ricocheted off the wall
of a camera pit on the third-base
side and into short left field. several feet from left fielder l\fann)

But Skinner stopped
Lofton. From that moment on,
everything that could go wrong
clid for the lncli.m~.
"I didn't know what was
going on," Lofton said. " l\1) job
is to pick up the third base coach.
He stopped me."
C.:lcvcland rn;1nagcr Eric
\Vedge called it a "toi1gh corner to
read." Francona called it a "blind
spot" for any third-1.,asc coach,
suggesting the asymmetrical field
is part of Fcnway's homc-lield advantage.
Casey Blake promptly
grounded into an inning-ending
double play, and Blake's two-base
error in the bottom of the innin~
preceded Pedroi;i ·, two-run homer, ghing Boston a comfortable 52 lead.
After J.D. Drew's runscoring single in the eighth. the
Inclians seemed lost in space.
Blake and shortstop J11onm Peralta collided on a Jason \'aritek
pop-up, letting it bounce into the
st;mds for a ground-n1le double.
Pedroia 's three-nm double made
it 9-2. and Kevin Youkilis, who
batted .500 in the series, added a
two-nm shot olT Jensen Lewis to
finish the six-run inning.
"That's
baseball,"
\\ledge said. "There's usually so
many dilTcrent thin~ that happen
over the course of a sea~on, and
so many things that happen over
the course of a baseb;lll game."
And for Indians fans, so
many thing:; that happen over the
cour«e of a lifetime.

2007
World

Series

COLORADO ..
ROCKIES vs. .
BOSTON RED
SOX
'

Game l
Wed 10/24 8pm

•
•
•
•
"

'

Game2
Thurs 10/25 8pm
Game3
Sat 10/27 8pm
Game4
Sun 10/.28 8pm
If Necessary
Game5
Mon 10/29 TBD

'
'

'

'i

•

•
'·

•

Game6
Wed 10/31 TBD
Game 7
Thurs 11/1 TBD

TODAY I N
PORTS HISTOR
Odober23, 1996
NO GAMES MONDAY

NY Yankees set record by coming back
from 6-0 in World Series game to beat
A~anta Braves ~' also set record of
7th straight road win

Super Bowl I Legend Max McGee Killed in Freak Accident
BY GREG A. BENARD AND
LORI NICKEL
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel (MCT)
CREl':N BAY. \Vi~.--~lax f\fcCee,
a record-setting receiver who helped
the Green Ba) Packers win five \\'orld
Championships and later was a popular
color commentator on the tc.1m's raclio
broadcasts, died Saturda\ at his home in
Deephaven, ~hnn.
tvkCcc was 75.
Emergent) crews were called
to McGee's residence at approximate!)
5:20 p.m. CDT after a report that a man
had fallen olT his roof and was unconscious.
Life-saving measures were performed on McGee, but emergency personnel were unable to revive him and he
was pronounced dead at the ~<:enc.
Born \Villiam "Max'' :'vkG•~e
onJuly 16, 1932, in Saxton City, Nev.,
he played 12 seasons for the Packers. After playing high school football in \\'hitc
Oak, Texas, and then collegiately at Tulane Universit), the Packers selected McGee in the fifth round of the 1954 !\'FL
draft.
After catching 36 passes, inclucling nine touchdowns, as a rookie,
~kCec spent the ne t l\\O \e,1rs as a pilot in the Air Hircc.
Despite his service to his country, l\1cGce ended his carce1 with 3·1-5
receptions for 6,316 yard, and an 18.4-

yard average, the second highest pl·rcatch average in team history. He remains the I0th-highest scorer with 306
points on 51 touchdowns.
Sportswriter Bud Lea, who has
co,·ered the Packers for 53 years, ~aid
Saturdav night, "There'll never be another ~fax ~lcCee: just one of the gup
that stands out, out of all the gi1y5 I've
CO\'Cred."
"He was the most uncomplicated athlete I ever covered in my ''hole
career," Lea said. ')\}ways approachable
... \\'hat he said is what he meant."
Lea, who covered the team for
many }Cars for the Milwaukee Sentinel
and now covers them for Packer Plus,
also said McGee liked a good time and
that the public adored him.
"H e stands out as one guy that
l will never forget," Lea said.
Lee Remmel, the Packers'
team historian, called t.kGee "one of
the most colorful players in our history,
as well as one of the more talented."
McGee was inducted into the
Packers Hall of Fame in 1975, alongside
former teammates and close friends,
some of whom were known to enjoy a
good time together away from the field
Paul Hornung. Jerry Kramer and Fred
"Fu;i;;i;y" Thurston.
Also inducted that }Car "as
Hall of Fame coach \ 'incc Lombarcli,
wh0 got a quick introduction to the always colorful l\.fcGee early in Lombarcli's tenure.

Upset over a loss, Lombarcli fast and then caught an hour's nap be- plar-by-pla} team for the Packer R.1di ll
decided to start with the fundamentals, fore boarding tl1e bus to the Los Angeles Network.
by introducing a football.
Broadcast on stations .iaoss
Coliseum.
From the back of the room,
The 3.J.-)C:ar-old veter.Ill w.l\ the state, ;\lcGee '' ,i:; kno'' n for his
~IcCee replied, "Uh, Coach, could you
seated on tl1c bench next to H ornung, straightfon, ard and candid comments
s\ow down a little. You're going too fast cliscussing the upcoming wedcling and ,i:; ''ell as his unique ir ~ight to the game.
for us."
bachelor part), when Lombarcli ordered Jmt before Green B,l\ 's Reg,i;ic: \ \11.itc
E\.-en an angry Lombarcli was him into the game.; after Dowler was in- sacked Ne'' England quarterback Drew
for<;ed to laugh. And McGee might have jured on the second play of the game. Bledsoe for the third time in Super Bo" 1
been the only player who could ha,·e ;\lcGcc couldn't find his helmet.
X..'XXI, and it ",is clear the Packers
gotten awa) with tl1at.
"l forgot to bring it out, and would '' m their first Super Bo'' I in 29
B\ the time Super Bowl I was I plaved the firsi series with somcbod) \CaT'l, l\kGee ~id: "I tell vou one thing.
played onJan. 15, 1967, McGee was a else's helmet," l\.fcCce said in the book
there's notlung better than being tl1e
reserve who had caught just four pass- "I told Dad Braishcr (equipment man- \ \'orld's Chm11pion."
es all season . .Figuring he wouldn't see ager) to go find my helmet, ;ind he found
;\kGec retired from tl1e raclio
mucl1 playing time behind starter Boyd it."
l>ooth at the end of the 1998 season.
Dowler, McGee had one of his infamous
tvtcCec would go on to pro"After bc:ing here for so mm1y
nights out on the town in Los Angeles.
duce one of the greatest pe1{ormanccs years and being with the Packers organiMcGee left the team hotel af- in Super Bowl history: seven catches for tation since 1954, some way or another
ter the 11 p.m. bed-check by assistant 138 yards and two touchdowns as Green I've been involved for so long," :'vkGce
coach Dave " Hawg" Hanner.
Bay beat the Km1s<L~ City Chiefs, 35-10. s>lid in announcing his retirement.
In ,1 2002 intt·t-vi1·,,, l\h Get·
McGee tried to entice Hor~IcGec was •.!so ,, sm:cc.;ssnung, his roommate, tc. ~oin him and said he remained proud of his pl.lying ful businessman :ilicr lus plaving dar"
two American Airlines stewardesses at a career.
A }Car after he retired, he became the
local bar. Hornung declined, as he was
"I'm glad I got to pla} when co-founder of the ~fexican chain restaugetting married in three days.
I clid," ~kCec said. " I don't even like rant Chi Chi's, during the late 1970s and
"Neither of us figured to football anymore because every time a '80s.
play in the game," McGee recountec! guy gets a hand in on a tackle, he's doing
According to an article in Ti.me
in Lea's book, "Magnificent Seven." a back-flip or pouncling his chest.
magazine in 1982. ~fcCcc owned
"Then Hornung backed out. ... the fine
"I played at a great time with "some 150,000 Chi-Chi's shares, worth
was something like Sl5,000 if you got some great guys. And even though tl1e about S.J. million, and is a clirector of the
caught breaking curfew the night before mone' wasn't close to what it's like to- company."
the i;ame. Hell, that's what we were go- day. \\C h.1d a e;reat time"
B} 1998 }..lcGee had sold his ining to get if we won the game. You know,
~lcCcc had a second c.1reer
tcrc~ts in the chain. Time reported m
mone} didn't mean much to me."
in tl1e NFL for two decades. In 1979, 2005 that ~kCee's worth "now is meaMcGee returned to his room with Bart Starr as head coad1, l\.kGee sured in the tens of millions of dollars."
just in time for the Packers' team break- teamed up with .Jim Irvin •Is the r.1dio
Chi Chi's folded in 200.J..
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Our View:
Bush's last year
and a half will be
unproductive.
just a little (and sometimes a lot
crazr
No.
the
president
doesn·t seem to be dnnking and
part}m1g all ni!jhls of the Wl'Ck,
nor docs he seem to be culling
class, as some seniors do. but he
seems to not gi\·e a care .1bout
anvthiug that doesn't hc:lp him
or his "equals" just as sc:niors
lend lo not care about school.
professors or anything else that is

outside of their circle of friends.
Ever notice how, often
times. senior year can lead to a
lack of productivity?
Mainly, the intention
is to graduate. Passing with C's
doesn't really matter to some,
because as long as you pass, your
GPA no longer matters! You're
out of there! President Bush is
guilty of Sen.ioriti~ vet
a~am.

Not
much
seems to be gomg on
in the \Vhite House ...
unless you consider the
ever so common \'ETO
slapped on tl'ie face of a
bill promising.
It seems that
as President of the United Stales.
you would make an eJlort to try
and enhance the lives of children
in thl' r01mtf) that you \'Owed to
~~rve ancl protect.
Perhaps )'On· re a senior nm,, J\Ir. President. And it
doesn't matter what your schoolyard looks like, because next
ye:u someone else \\ill take your
plan:. and they will have to clean
up the mess you've made.

Correction: In the Oct. 22 issue of The Hilltop, the page 3 advertisement regarding
two Homecoming parties to take place 'lt LOVE nightclub ran mistakenly. The
events were advertised for this past \v~ekend.
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New Jersey Governor Jon Corzine (center) speaks at a press conference asking congressional leaders to 'lote to
override President George W. Bush's veto of the State Children's Health Insurance Program in Cherry Hill, N.J.

Furthermore, docs ii
seem weird that Bush is seeming
to go legitimately power crazy in
his last year of office?
It seems lo be a bad and
detrimental case of "Scn.ioritis"
.
. .
m my opmwn.
You know Senioritis ...
when seniors. entering their final
year of high school or college, go

6

I

I

Last Thursday the
House of Representatives failed
to amass the two-thirds majority
vote needed to override President Bush's veto of the Stale
Children's H ealth Insurance
Program, also known as SCHIP.
The bill renewed funding for SCHIP, ensuring an increase in its budget by S35 million over the next five
years.
\Vith this increased funding. child
enrollment in the program could increase
from 6.6 million to 10
million.
Federal lax
on tobacco products
would rise from 39 cents to SI in
order 10 pay for the budget renewal.
Does it seem weird
that Bush vetoed this bill? Pl•rhaps it is not \•eird for Bush to
veto something that would help
the lower clas~ families. Families
that live just too "rich" in Rush's
eyes to receive :Medicaid don't
need this bill anywlly ... right :Vtr.
President?
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Bush Needs to Avoid a Case
of Senioritis, Stay ocused
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Do you want to write for The Hilltop?
Come t:o our budget meeting
MONDAY@ 7P.M.

WEST TOWERS (PLAZA LEVEL)

"The Nation's Only Black Daily Collegiate Newspaper''
Drew Costley

Ed1tor-Jn-Clziif
Caryn Grant
Managing Editor
As I reflect back on la.~l
week's events. I remember sitting
in amazement and watching as l~\·
ery coordinator's vision came into
fruition. Fast forward to this \\eek
and I see the Hilltop of all people,
bashing a show that I worked hard
for. Sure you can say there was no
Steve Harvey, but did you really
think you were going to see Katt
Williams for Sl5? WL!
Come on now, before
last year Howard had not seen a
so called A-list celebrity at a Comedy Show since the earl} 90's.
T he whole point of a COJ\IEDY
SHOvV is to laugh, not to sec acelebrity. Can you say that the show
wasn't funny? Can you say that it
wasn't unique? Can you sa} that
students walked away feeling like it
was a waste of time and money?
No you can't.
So, I ask you, HILLfOP,
how was it a disappointment to
students? Furthermore, whose
opinions were these? It couldn't
have been your own, or wait--was
it? \!Vere students polled about
how they felt after each event?
Was there some type of rubric for
"grading'' the shows? If not, what
is the basis or rationale behind
your report card?
At this juncture in my

life l sit back and laugh at how the
Hilltop could e\'en find the unmitigated gall to give Ill> show a D+
LOL. J'hi~. commi;: from a group
of p.-oplc who can't CVl'n use fl
simple spell check before stories go
out. To make mallers worse the)
misspelled several words while being overly critical of the I-I UHSC.
The very same Hilltop
sta!T, \\ho neglected to touch basis
wit11 every coordinator after their
shows and give us proper co\'crage. The same Hilltop that's run
ning an ad for a part) , l W\'E
that took place over the weekend.
Be for real, and when you at1ack
something that someone has been
working on for mont11s on end,
make sure you arc legit.
You seem to speak a 1 >I
about what )'OU don't know, so let
me break it down for everyone. A
rumor is defined as a story or statement in general circulation \\~thout
confirmation or certain!} of facts.
Katt \\'illiams was a RU1'10R. Ir
you bought tickets on the sole basis
of a RU1\10R, what does that say
about you?
Never once did I, the coordinator, nor· the HUHSC staff
say Katt \ Villiams would be in attendance, hence a rumor. License
to Laugh: A Night of Comedic

Eu1)ho1ia was a <:omplcte and utter success de>pite all of the contro\'Crsy .ind rumors surrounding
it
I stand bl :ore yon proud
of everything the HUHSC: has
accomplished. \VE \"Orked hard
O\·cr the past five months to give
YOU all an Amazing Experience
and overall we clid a great job.
You don't know what "e had to go
through in order for you all lo be
able to e1tjoy these festivities and if
I told you, you wouldn't even believe the half of it
I just can't understand
for the life of me who gave the
Hilltop the ultimate aut11ority to
discern what is considered to be
a great show or not, but that's a
whole different issue on its own.
Nonetheless, everyone
is entitled to his/her own opinion
and we appreciate the feedback
but please come correct before you
au empt to grade a show. t\s I finish
this <lrtick. I just want lo leave a
challenge with the Hilltop. If )'OU
can do bette1~ submit your proposal inJanuary and then we'll be the
judge of that.

By Tre'Win 0. El.am (1'1fr. D+)
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Proper Technique a Must When Exercising
BY CYNTHIA BILLHARTZ GREGORIAN
St. Louis Post - Dispatch (MCT)

•a~..
,,,

of an
1.&s l!di.tm
BY DANIELLE KWATENG
Life &Style Editor
Dear Howard,
So. I've officially concluded
that the m<vority of the cdebrities in
the world arc going crazy and I or are
faili11g m. No. I'm not bitter about
Homecoming. It was actually kind of
amusing to hear all the rumors about
people shO\\~ng up .... Beyonce, Katt
\\'illiams, Kanye, Soulja Boy and unfortunatdy Lil' \Vaync.
Not coming through is something to be expectt:d with celebrities.
They usuall>· have busy schedules,
booked back to back, always running
l.1tc for something. But not showing
up at all or showing out is the newest
trend.
Case in point, my darling
[I. or should I say, TIP, for the purpose or this example. I think we're all
tn·ing to figure out what was going on
1•1 his pa~sive-aggrcssivc, slightly par.moid mind. Unless someone thrcatrned a small terrorist attack at the
BET Hip Hop Awards, there was no
need for three machine guns and two
silcnn:rs. Seriously ... it looked like he
wa;, restocking inventory for the U.S.
,\Rl\IY.
Need another sad example? ~ly three-year-old niece is obst·<~ed with "High School i\fusicat"
hut \\·hen \'anessa Hutchinson was
exposed literally ;md figurati\'el), in
nude pictures, it crushed my heart. If
slw can't be a good role model who
can Ut'-:>

I remember back in the
day, when girls tand I'm embarrassed
lo sa~· myself) lo\'ed Britney Spears.
Ncl\\; no words arc necessary for me
to break down that train wreck.
In a "\e11JSU·edc Poll, they
found that 77 percent of Americans
bclit•\'e that Britney, Paris and Lindsa\ ha\'e too much influence on \'Otmg
girls. Now we can go ahead and question the race of the people polled, but
uur community has larger issues with
female role models and misogyny in
the media. But that's a whole different subject.
The worst part is when we
def(:nd them. Like we personally
,k1101' them or understand what they
h1:l\ han· been going through. Yes,
~onH' people lh·e high profile lh·es and
11e<'Cl to be protected, hut if a random
passi\'e-aggressive teen from a small
town was arrested for packing all the
.uumunition T.I. bought, we'd be relit•\·cd.
The saddest pa rt is deep
down yon kind of expected bad
things to happen to certain celebrities. I mean who was surprised tills
~ummer to find out prissy Paris Hilton
was on her way to jail. Or ye~terday,
when Kid Rock was arrested for fighting outside a Georgia \Vaffie House.
~laybe that has something
to do with why they continue to act
up. \Ve subscribe to the craziness, not
because we want it, but because its
makes arc lives seem so much more
sane.
I have to admit I do appreci1te certain le\'els of extrancss. Instead
of < reating a "Fn·e fl." shirt, what
clo I do? \Vhcne\'er I'm in the mood
to sec an over-dramatic animated
cclcbrit); I watch "The Tyra B;inks
5ho\v." Clearly, her extraness is safe
within the confines of her studio and
that's something we should all appreciate about .ivls. Banks.
-Dani K.
Ha~ a celebrity failed you

lately? 01; if you just feel like venting
abc;nt the cuncnt celebrity obsessed
''oriel wc lin: in send us a message at
lifeandstyle2007@gmail.com. Don't
worry we all can relate.

Mark Reinking is an assistant professor of physical therapy at St.
Louis University, so he knows a thing or
two about exercise. But even he's baffled
by some of the things he sees people do
at the gyni. Not only are they putting
themselves at risk for injury but Reinking can't figure out the intended purpose
of some of the exercises.
Listed below are six of the
most common risky exercises that he
and Heidi Prather, associate professor
of physical medicine and rehabilitation
at \.Vashington University, sec people
doing all the time. They ardJason Barbour, personal training director at St.
Louis Fitness Factory in downtown St.
Louis, have also provided safe alternatives. Some of these moves can be done
safely under the guidance of an expert,
but they pose risks for those who haven't
been properly trained.
TOE TOUCHES
The goal: Stretch the hamstrings.\ \Thy it's bad: It stresses the lower
back and lumbar spine. It also doesn't
effectively stretch the hamstring, and if
you have short hamstrings, you're using
other joints that you shouldn't be using
to accomplish the motion. Rotating the
torso toward one leg or the other is even
more risky.
Safe alternatives: Try standing

near a flight of stairs or other sturd)' object and put the foot of the leg you want
stretched on a step. Keeping the spine
neutral, bend at the hip rather than the
lower back, lowering your chest slowly

belly, lift yourself up on your toes and
forearms and hold that position for several seconds. Make sure your spine is in
the neutral position, so that your belly
isn't swayed and your back and rear end

Dao Eldritlge • St. Louis f'alx:n.tlispalch (MCT)

Certified personal trainer Keith Hunter demonstrates the plank exercise, a safe alternative
to leg lifts. Using proper techniques ensures safety while working out.

toward your knee.
DOUBLE LEG LIFTS
The goal: To strengthen abdominal muscles.\.Vhy it's bad: Reinking
says you can do this exercise correct!} if
you have really strong abdominal muscles that allow you to press your lower
ba.::k into the floor. But most people
don't, which causes them to arch their
lower back, putting it in a hyper-extended position.
Safe alternative: Lie on your

aren't arched and sticking up.
IAT PULLDOWN BEHIND
NECK
The goal: To build up your
shoulder and back muscles. Vl'hy it's bad:
It puts a heavy load on the discs and
muscles in the neck and upper back. Do
it long enough, and Reinking says you'll
develop neck pain. Safe alternative: Pull
the bar down in front of your chest.

THEPW\'\f

signed to stretch the lower back. \'\Thy
it's bad: It puts the neck under a lot of
stress. Safe alternative: Barbour recommends lying on your back and curling
your krlees up to your chest instead.
SIT-UPS WITH HANDS BEHIND HEAD
The goal: Strengthen abdominal muscles. Why it's bad: Clasping your
hands behind your head puts stress on the
neck. Doing sit-ups with your legs flat on
tl1e floor and sitting all the way up until
your chest touches your legs is also bad
because it puts stress on the lower back.
Safe alternative: Try a crunch: Cross
your arms over your chest, bend your
knees and keep your head and shoulders
in the neutral position. Ll.ft you upper
body until it's just off the ground.
DEAD LIFTS
The goal: It's a total body lift
that strengthens all muscle groups.
Why it's bad: It's often done
by picking the barbell up from the floor
with the back rounded, the legs straight
and too much weight on the barbell,
which can Gause your lumbar spine to
buckle, leading to disk iajury.
Safe alternative: Starting out
with a manageable amount of weight,
lift the barbell by bending your knees,
keeping your back straight and looking
straight ahead at a wall. Barbour strongly recommends doing this under the tutelage of a trained exercise professional
who can tweak your form to perfection.

The goal: It's a yoga move de-

Birth Control Link to Cancer Dissolved
BY JUDY PERES
Chicago Tribune (MCT)
Out of the mishmash of hormone studies researchers have been
serving up lately comes some good news:
Birth control pills do not cause cancer.
According to a 36-year survey
of some 46,000 British women, the use
of oral contraceptives may actually reduce a woman's risk of developing cancer unless she takes them for more than
eight years.
The findings should be comforting to the hundreds of millions
of women who have taken the Pill,
which was developed in the 1960s
and is considered the most effective method of preventing pregnancy.
"Many women, especially
tl1osc who used the first generation of
oral contraceptives (which contained
higher doses of hormones), arc likely to
be reassured by our results," the study
concluded. "The cancer benefits of oral
contraception outweigh the risks."
Conducted b} a research
team from the University of Aberdeen,
in Scotland~ the study appeared in the
Sept. 11 issue of the B1itish Medical
Journal.
The researchers used data collected by the Royal College of General
Practitioners between 1968 and 2004.
Family doctors provided information on
23,000 women who were taking birth
control pills and a matched group of
women who were not.

The women's average age at
the beginning of tl1e study was 29.
Those who took oral contraceptives did so for an average of a little
less than four years.
The doctors provided baseline
information for each patient. including
tl1eir medical history, socioeconomic status and whether they smoked cigarettes.
Updates were filed e\'ery six
months on their prescriptions, pregnancies, surgeries and illnesses, including
cancer.
More tl1an half tl1e women left
the area of the doctors who recruited
them. but most were followed through
the central registries of the National
Health Service in England and Scotland.
\\'omen who took the Pill at
any time during the studr had a 12 percent lower risk of developing cancer of
any kind compared with what the study
called "never-users." (A 12 percent reduction translated into one less case of
cancer for every 2,200 women who took
the Pill for one year.\
\Vhen the researchers looked
at spccihc type~ of cancer separately,
the) found that "ever-users" had significantly lower risks for uterine, ovarian
and colorectal cancers.
Pill takers had a slightly higher
risk of developing lung, cervical and
brain cancer, but those increases were
not statistically significant, meaning they
could have occurred by chance.
There was no difference between the two groups in their risk of

developing breast cancer, a major concern for many since the federally funded
\Vomen's Health Initiative in 2002 said
post-menopausal hormone-replacement
therapy caused breast cancer.
U.S. experts say they get as
many anxious calls from younger women as from older ones, since birth control
pills contain essentially the same ingredients - estrogen and progesterone as hormone-replacement therapy.
The only bad news in the British study was for women who used oral
contraceptives for more than eight years
- less than one-quarter of the pill takers.
Those long-term users had a
greater chance of being diagnosed with
cancer, especially brain and cervical
cancer.
But their odds of getting ovarian cancer were much lower, and that
protective effect lasted for at least 15
years after they stopped taking the Pill.
U.S. experts said the British
study's results, though not surprising,
were reassunng.
''The findings are not way out
of line with what we already knew," said
Dr. Russell Harris of the University of
North Carolina.
The National Cancer lnstitute's panel of experts, of which Harris
is a member, has concluded the effect of
birth control pills on breast cancer risk
is minimal, "but there might be a small
effect. over a long time," he said.
The British study found a 22
percent increased risk of breast cancer
for long-term users, but it was not statis-

tically significant.
"\Ve've also known we're probably decreasing the risk of ovarian and
uterine cancer (with the Pill), which is
what they found," Harris said.
The bottom line?
"T his is not something you
need to worry about," Harris said.
Dr. Peter Ravdin, of the University of Texas, agreed.
"The good news is that there
do not seem to be big negative effects;
in fact, on the whole, there is a trend toward slightly better outcomes," he said.
''That is reassuring, because oral contraceptives are widely used."

S.11 llogan • CNceigo Tnllun8 (MCTJ

Manners Coach Breaks Down Restaur:-ant Etiquette
BY SIMONE PRINGLE
Staff Writer
In today's society, men \~ll
still hold doors open, pull out chairs,
follow other rules of proper chivalry
protocol, especially in formal social settings.
But many etiquette rules
have been modernized or all together
discarded.
Founder of Life Skills of
Etiquette School in Lanham, Md.,
Lachelle Johnson said, ·~ lot of [etiquette] rules have fallen by the wayside. You will not find men standing
when young ladies enter and exit the
table, as much you would [in the past].
Among people who know that's appropriate, people still do it. It enhances the
image of the gentleman. It also makes
the woman feel respected."
Johnson also said, "Gentlemen walking on tl1c curbside (when
walking \~tl1 a woman doesn't happen
as frequently as it should.] Other instances when it's appropriate to stand,
like when a young woman walks into
a room at a dinner party, they should
stand. [At these events] gentlemen
should remain standing until all ladies
are seated. A gentleman giving up their
scat to women on the bus seems to be
falling off the radar. But there are always some gentlemen who still follow
etiquette rules."

The school's \Veb sile hosts and wrong way to do everything. You
the quote, "Good manners will open never know who's watchlng."
doors that the best education cannot."
Junior psychology major
Johnson said she stands by Shanna Miles, who attended the same
that motto.
cotillion with Hines, said etiquette is
"Not only are manners im- very useful.
pressive when you're out in social envi"Depending on who I'm at
ronments, the(rc looked highly upon," the restaurant \~th determines the skills
Johnson said. "lt looks like the person I'm gonna portray," she said. "When
had received some home training, or I'm studying aboard, eating \~th prime
they have been th rough a formal train- ministers, I will act accordingly."
ing on how to eat, which is very impres"Know what is inappropriate
sive. A lot of companies are starting to dinner discussion; i.e., things that are
interview over lunch, to make a hiring debatable like religion, politics, etc.,"
decision and if you don't appear to she said.
have good manners, it says a lot about
Etiquette coach Lachelle
you as a person, about your abilities."
Johnson also ,said one of the biggest
Sophomore broadcast jour- mistakes people make in formal dinner
nalism major Alexandria Hines was in settings is eating bread the wrong way.
a cotillion in high school.
She said, "You use your fin"Everything [we learned] gers to pinch off a bite size piece of
had to do with being appropriate. \>Ve bread and you butter each piece before
learned how to dress," Hines said. it goes into your mouth."
"\Ve had a lot of different clinics on
There are many rules that
things like table setting, how to prop- seem like tiny details to tl1e untrained
erly cross your legs, which forks to cat table guest.
\~th. \Ve learned how to sip, and not
"Most people don't know
to reach across the table. The fork isn't you're supposed to enter your chair
supposed to touch your teeth. \ Ve also from the right and exit to the right,"
learned how to hold wineglasses."
Johnson said. "If you have other peoHines also said to think be- ple who are trying to enter the table,
fore reaching for the salt.
there's no risk of colliding \~th that
She said, "You're supposed to person. Gentlemen are supposed to
taste your food first and then add sea- help the lady to their right \~th their
soning if necessary because it's disre- chair."
spectful to whoever cooked the food."
Because most college students
Johnson said, "There's a 1ight are not at a point where business din-
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ners arc an everyday occurrence, many
believe they can get by with knowing
the basics of table and restaurant etiquette. J ohnson disagrees.
"There are a lot of little things
that most people don't know. If you
don't know how to hold your utensil,
or the proper cutting position, it won't
matter if you're using the right utensil," J ohnson said. "When resting, are
your utensils in resting position? Many
times, a skilled waiter will come around
wanting to clear a table and they might
not want to interrupt conversation so
they \~II look at your utensils to tell
whether you're finished or not."
As before mentioned, many
rules have modernized.
"'\'\Tith regards to putting elbows on the table, while people are
eating or the food is being served, your
elbows should be off the table," J ohnson $aid. "Once everyone is finished
eating and the table has been cleared,
elbows on the table are fine during conversation."
She said, " Etiquette is being
pushed to the radar because we have
so many people who are socially inappropriate that it has caused our society
to think about manners. Manners are a
part of a full package. r think a lot of
people get it twisted. It helps to have
that full complete professional image
that is needed in our society to be the
best you can be."

